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ABSTRACT 

Seismic refraction studies of Dixie Valley, Nevada, have revealed 

a buried complex of normal faults which form a long subsurface trough with 

a "graben in graben" structure. The inner graben, situated beneath the 

west side of the valley floor~ narrows to five miles and contains an 

accumulation of sedimentary and volcanic deposits of Cenozoic age which 

reach a maximum thickness of 10~500 ft. The depth to bedrock in the outer 

graben along both sides of the narrow depression ranges from 1000 to 5000 

ft. This basin structure indicates that Dixie Valley subsided along a 

complex sys'~tem of step faults rather than along single bollt'ldary faults. 

Velocities ranging from 5000 to 8000 ft/sec are associated with uncon

solidated to semi-consolidated clastic sediments of Pleistocene and Recent 

age. A seismic velocity boundary below which the velocity increases to an 

average of 10,000 ft/sec is charact~ristic of the entire Dixie Val~ey 

region; this higher velocity is correlated with volcanic rocks in the upper 

part of the Miocene to Pleistocene section that . partly caps the Stillwater 

Range to the west. This boundary is found -'lt deptJ1s ranging from 300 ft in 

the outer graben to 3500 ft in the inner graben. An average basement 

velocity of 16,000 ft/sec measured in the southern part of the valley is 

associated with limestones, slates and metavolcanic rocks exposed in the 

adjacent mountains. and with the granitic rocks that intruded this 

Mesozoic section. Farther north, velocities as high as 20,700 ft/sec are 

characteristic of grabbrolc rocks included in a Jurassic complex that is 

exposed in the northern parts of the Stillwater and Clan Alpine 
1
r.anges. 

A special study was made of side ref:ractions in a reversed profile parallel 

to the outcropping fault zone bounding the Stillwater Range west of Humboldt 

Salt Marsh. The study shows that this fault ·zone dips 45° to the east, and 

its sharp changes in strike are conserved to a depth of at least 2500 ft. 

The geometric constraints of the fault pattern argue against large scale 

strike-slip faulting in Dixie Valley, and other geophysical evidence supports 

an interpretation of.primarily dip-slip displacements. The average displace

ment rate during the life of the basin is on the order of one ft per thousand 

years. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Introduction and Pur2ose 

The Basin and Range Province of the western United States may be 

viewed as part of the worldwide rift system which lies mainly along ocean 

~idges (Menard, 1964), Deep seismic exploration in the western United 

States has revealed that the earth's crust is unexpectedly thin and the 

upper mantle velocity is anomalously low (Pakiser and Steinhart, 1964). 

This unusual property, associated with others such as regional Cenozo'i.c 

volcanism and high heat flow, match the characteristics of the ocean 

ridges. Gr~fvity measurements in the same area sh9w that the Basin and 

Range Province is in regional isostatic balance and that great thicknesses 

of Cenozo1c sediments fill the basins (Thompson, 1959), 

However, little is known of the internal structure and rates of 

deformation of these deeply alluviated basins. Seismic exploration, com

bined with aeromagnetic and gravity surveys, has been needed to establish 

the detailed internal structure of a typical rift valley. Measurements of 

the depth and attitude of th~ deeply buried surface of pre-Tertiary rocks 

and of the layers within the valley fill may in turn reveal the pattern of 

faulting and the history of subsidence which can be related to the surround

ing geologic features. The conclusi.ons of such a study may be helpful in 

understanding the rifting mechanisms in the African rifts, the Oslo and 

Rhine grabens, and the oceanic rift zones. 

Dixie Valley, which is located in west central Nevada, was chosen 

for this study because it lies along _the mo~t active seismic bel~ in the 

Basin and Range Province, Large earthquakes accompanied by displacements of 

:the ground surface occurred in 1903, 1915, and 1954. The epicenters of 

these shocks and the historical faults are shown in Figure 1 (Slemmons, 1957). 

The strike-slip component of the 1954 faults is often invoked in recent 

literature as evidence of strike-slip fault control of Basin-Range structure. 

(Shawe, 1965). The detailed study of the geometry of the western side of 

Dixie Valley presented in this report has a strong bearing on this theory. 
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Moreover, the seismic velocities measured during this study will be useful 

for velocity calibration of microearthquake monitoring stations which are 

operating in the area (Ryall, oral communication, 1966). 

B. Previous Work 

Earlier published work in the Dixie Valley-Carson Sink region has 

been primarily of a geologic· nature, the subsurface studies being limited 

to hydrologic investigation from shallow well data (Cohen et al., 1963). 

The stratigraphy and structure of the extreme north end of the project area 

have been discussed by Muller and others (1951). Most useful to the present 

project has b~en the recent mapping of the Stillwater Range and parts .of 

the West Humboldt and Clan Alpine Ranges by Page (1965) and Speed (1963). 

Geophysical work in and near the area under study consists of a 

reconnaissance gravity survey along U. S. Highway 50 between Hazen and 

Austin and across the Stillwater Range west of Dixie Settlement'(Thompson, 

1959/, a recent gravity survey of the Carson Sink-West Humboldt region 

(Wahl, 1965), and a complete geological-geophysical investigation of the . ' . 

Sand Springs Range-Fairview Valley-Fourmile Flat area to the south of the 

present project (University of Nevada, 1962). 

To supplement the present seismic work, an aeromagnetic survey of 

the Dixi~ Valley-Carson Sink area (Smith, 1965) and a study of side refrac

tions at Mud Springs (Herring, 1966) were made. An extensive gravity sur

vey of the Dixie Valley-Fairview Valley area is in progress (Thompson, 1966). 

C. Field Work 

The seismic refraction survey of Dixie Valley was undertaken during 

the summers of 1964 and 1965. Because of the lack of access roads, it was 

generally impossible to select locations which would yield the most nearly 

ideal information for the seismic profiles. The geometric requirement of 

extending each profile to obtain reversed apparent velocities was not 

possible in the east-west direction because of the narrow width of the 

valley, North of Dixie Settlement, the central· part of the ba~lin was inac

cessible because the sticky-wet surface near and on the Humboldt Salt Marsh 

would. not support vehicles. Conseqt.Jently most of the seismic lines were 



located along both Sides of the valley far enough from the mountain fronts 

to avoid side refraction. 

During the 1965 field season numerous cloudbursts inundated the 

central part of the valley~ washing out most of the roads and creating 

serious delays in the field work. 

It was possible to shoot large explosive charges in the air becanse 

the population is sparse throughout the project area. 

-1." 
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II. GEOLOGIC SETTING 

A. PhysiographY 

The Dixie Valley area displays typical physiographic features of 

the Basin ~nd Range Province i.e., elongated north to northeast-trending 

mountain range·s separated by narrow valleys. The ranges bordering Dixie 

Valley--the Stillwater to the west and Clan Alpine to the eaSt--are 

deeply dissected, complex fault-block mountains rising as much as 5,000 

ft above neighboring valleys (Fig. 2)", The mountains are generally 

bounded by steeply-dipping north to northeast-trending normal faults. 

The''filountain ranges in the project area .are flanked by broad,. 

alluvial fans which slope gently toward the valley floor, the lowest area 

of which is occupied by the Humboldt Salt Marsh. The generalized geologi

cal map shown in Figure 2 outlines the structural elements of the area. 

Most of the information used in the following description was taken from 

the .geologic map of part of the Stillwater Range published by Page (1965). 

B. Major Rock Units 

1. Triassic Rocks: The most important rock unit in the central 

map area is a large expanse of gray-black slate and phyllite. Slaty 

cleavage throughout this unit generally parallels bedding except near 

axial parts of folds where it approaches the axial plane. For the most 

part, only incipient recrystallization i.s evident; however, near granitic 

contacts, andalu.si.te has been observed (Page, 1965). 

Complex deformation of the unit prohibits direct measurem~nt of the 

slate-phyllite-limestone sequence, but Pag('. estimates its thickness as 5000 

to 10,000 ft 9 of which only about 10% is metaquartzite and limestone • 

. Fossil identification has placed the. age of this unit as Late 

Triassic. 

A large body of allochthonous black to gray Upper Triassic limestone 

in the southern part of the project area. Fossil evidence indi

unit is of the same age as the Upper Triassic sla~e upon which 

significant lateral transport of rocks formed in a differ

sedimentary environment. Triassic limestone is also present in the 

. ' 
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northern part of the Stillwater Range a few miles north of Boyer Ranch in 

thrust contact with the Triassic slates~ the slates forming the upper 

plate and the limestones the lower one (Speed, written communication, 1966). 

2. Jurassic Rocks: Bordering the Triassic limestone to the west 

in the southern end of the Stillwater Range is a sequence of altered and 

locally schistose metavolcanic rocks. They consist mainly of the fine

grained slaty andesitic tuffs, breccias, thin andesitic flows, quartzite; 

and calcareous sandstones. The volcanics are. almost completely altered, but· 

display certain relict textures. The sedimentary rocks are better preserved 

and unfossiliferous. This unit is in excess of 5000 ft thick, rests uncon

formably upon the allochthonous Triassic limestone and is thought to_ have 

been. transported in as part of the La Plata thrust sheet (Page, 1965). 

Of great importance to the present seismic study is the Humboldt 

Gabbrolc Complex which covers large areas in the northern part of the 

Stillwater, Clan Alpine, and West Humboldt Ranges. One part of this unit is 

composed of extensive basalt flows, lapilli tuffs, and breccias. Alteration 

is common, epidote and chlorite imparting a distinct green color. Normally 

associated with the Upper Jurassic gabbrolc intrusions, these rocks are 

quit~ possibly contemporaneous with and may represent an extrusive equivalent 

of the gabbro. 

The intrusive rocks of the gabbrolc complex are represented by a 

large, seemingly tabular complex of gabbro'ic and dioritic intrusions. These 

rocks form an igneous unit which incl~des hornblende gabbro, diorite, 

anortho~jte, keratophyre, and gabbrolc pegmatite. Distinct layering is evi

dent in the earlier parts of the suite a long intrusive margins. 'fhis unit 

has been caref~lly studied by Speed who considers it to have been emplaced at 

very shallow depths, in places penetrating to the surface and forming the 

extrusive basalts discussed earlier. A potassium-argon date from the West 

Humboldt Range indicates an age of about 140 million years, placing it chrono

logically in Late Jurassic time. Profound alteration including albitization 

.and dolomitization is common in this unit. · The gabbro'ic complex was mapped 

,iri Figure 2: the extrusive rocks as basalt flows, 

and the intr~sive rocks as gabbro'ic and dioritic 
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3. Tertiary and Hesozoic Rocks: In the area of the Stillwater 

Range near Mud Spri~gs and to the south, blue-gray weathered latite is 

abundant. Some of the latite shows fine flow layering, Rhyolitic tuffs 

and latite breccias are locally present with the flows. Exposed sections 

of the unit show a ~hickness of 2000 to 6000 ft. Near intrusive contacts 

with Oligocene or Lower Miocene granite, recrystallization and darkening 

are common. 

Farther south, much of the exposed rock consists of devitrified 

we+ded tuff whose composition probably ranges from latite through silica

.rich rhyolite. Curiously resembling·porphyries, these gray to brown 

weathered'"'focks are extremely competent. Megascopica lly, only the· pre

sence of angular lithic fragments of Triassic slate, latite~ and ·other 

volcanics attests to the pyroclastic origin of th~ unit. This entire 

sequence,.varying in thickness from 2000 ft to possibly 10,090 ft, rests 

unconformably on Upper Triassic slate and limestone and on Jurassic meta

volcanics~ Along the east side of the Stillwater Range, the devitrified 

t~ff has been intruded by Miocene or Oligocene granitic rocks and white 

felsite dikes. 

A third unit of extrusive and intrusive rocks is grouped under the 

same heading. The intrusive rocks of this group are represented by basaltic 

andesites that invade the devitrified welded tuff and older formations near 

the center of the Stillwater Range. Extrusives of similar composition 

totaling about 8000 ft in thickness are exposed west of IXL Canyon. The 

latter three groups of rocks.are mapped as a latite-rhyolite-basalt unit 
(Fig. 2). 

Scattered plutons of Late Cretaceous or Tertiary granite, quartz 

monzonite, ~nd granodiorite are exposed near the center of the ~ap area. 

two intrude latite and devjtrified tuff near Job Peak, where they 

form a composite unit consisting of several successive intrusions. A 

potassium-argon date on biotite from the granodiorite in IXL Canyon indicates 

age of about 28 million years. These rocks a~e mapped as granitic 

in _Figure 2. 
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4. Rocks Younger than the Granitic Plutons: .Capping much of the 

Stillwater Range is a sequence of post-granitic Miocene (?) volcanics 

including tuffs, breccias, and flows which vary in composi.tion from latites 

through dacites and rhyolites. Intensive local alteration is common, 

although the silicic members retain fresh biotite and glass. Dissection 

has exposed only 1800 ft; however, total thicknesses may be on the order of 

3000 to 4000 ft. These rocks are grouped under the heading: Tuffs and 

Flows of Rhyolite, Dacite. In .other parts of the area, rocks belonging to 

this unit are included within the undifferentiated pre-Lahontan sediments 

and volcanics (Fig. 2), 

Pliocene (?) sediments and tuffs cover a minor part of the map area; 

they are prevalent only in the southern Stillwater Range, where a sequence 

of 1500 ft is exposed in dissected pediment slopes and low hills. Of 

lacustrine and fluvial.origin and locally including ash beds, this unit is 

proba,bly equivalent to the Truckee Formation farther to the west. 

In places overlying the PHocene (?) sediments and other earlier 

units along the length of the Stillwater Range are flows of olivine, basalt, 

and basaltic andesite. Individual flows vary in thickness from 20 to 100 ft, 

although locally aggregate thicknesses of 1600 ft have been noted. 

5; Late Cenozoic Lake Sediments: The late Cenozoic valleys of the 

Basin-Range Province contain great thicknesses of essentially unconsolidated 

lake and stream.sediments. These range in age from Plio-Pleistocene to 

Recent and include alluvial fan detritus, stream channel deposits, and 

lacustrine sediments. The latter consist for the most part of silt and 

clay, although shoreline deposits of gravel and sand exist locally'. 

C. Major Faulting of . the Stillwater Range 

1. Thrust Faults: An apparent structural base of the Triassic slate 

in the central part of the Stillwater Range. There, a shale 

of the slate rests discordantly on quartzite, and a distinct zone of 

iated shale defines the contact: South of Cox Canyon, the quartzite 

Jurassic (?) metavolcanics which in turn are thrust upon an undated 

Apparently, these .units form a section of an imbricate thrust 

(1965) suggests that this ~one may underlie. all slates of the 
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North of Dixie Meadows, another thrust fault structurally higher 

than the previous zone is apparent._ It is well exposed in Cottonwood 

Canyon near Boyer Ranch where quartzite of unknown age and Late Jurassic 

gabbrolc rocks have overridden Upper Triassic slate. Speed and Page (1964) 

havesuggested that the shallow intrusion of the molten gabbrolc complex 

may have propelled the thrust sheet. The gabbrolc rocks of the upper 

plat_e extend across the entire northern end of the region, covering an 

area of about 500 square miles. The Late Jurassic date of the gabbro1c 

rocks imp.lies a s im{ lar age for the thrusting. 

2. Cenozoic Faulting: Typical of late Basin-Range structure, 

the Stillwater Range is essentially, an uplifted hors t of narrow, elongate, 

·north-trending blocks separated by Cenozoic normal faults. Deformation of 

. the Plio-Pleistocene basalts attests ·that some tilting accompanied block 

faulting, but these tilted flows rarely dip more than 12°, In some cases, 

normal faults interior to the range become the bordering fault-where they 

ext~nd to the range margins. 
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III. SEISMIC REFRACTION INVESTIGATION RELATING TO HYDROLOGY 

The superficial sedimentary materials in Dixie Valley range from 

the poorly sorted debris of the high alluvial fans to the silts and clays 

of the Humboldt Salt Marsh; therefore, it is logical to expect large 

lateral variations in seismic velocity of the shallow, low-velocity zone. 

The thickness of this uppermost layer, which lies above the wate'r table, 

was determined from the shallow well data in the central part of the 

valley (Cohen and Everett, 1963), but had to be investigated by seismic 

refraction on the alluvial fans. A detailed study of the velocity distri

bution in tl1.E1 .. near surface material was made on the alluvial fan west of 

·Dixie Settlement and-on most bf the refraction profile sites. 

A. Instrumentation and Field Procedure. 

A GT-2 Interval Timer built by the Geo Space Electrodynamic 

Corporation was used for this shallow refraction investigation. The 

instr.ument is carried in a suitcase and records on Polaroid film. The 

recording time is limited to 0.4 second; He used six channels; the geo

phones were fixed on a line at 50-ft intervals. This enables us to use a 

IJUiximum spread length of 250 ft. The largest offset of the shot point 

respect to the spread was 500 ft. Small charges ran~ing from 1/4 to 

dynamite were used as sources of seismic energy. The charges 

at a depth of one foot, 

>Interpretation of the Measurements and Conclusions 

A total of 25 seismic pr'ofiles were recorded with the GT-2 Interval 

Six of these seismic lines were reversed. All data related to 

tnvestigation are summarized in Table 1. All apparent velocities 

associated with reversed data are assumed to be true 

and are used as such in the interpretation. 

first linear segments of the travel-time curves of eight of 'the 

. fraction lines recorded with the SIE seismic system (Chapter VII) 

velocities lower than 4500 ft/sec. These velocities are listed 

column of Table 2. 
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The V and V velocity layers form the "weathered" zone above the 00 0 

. v1 velocity layer which was associated with the water table. The reversed 

velocity which corresponds to v1 is listed in the Vl column (Table 1). 

H1 is the depth of t·he recorded refractor V l and was computed from 

th~ observed velocities by the conventional intercept-time method, In 

general a two-layer interpretation was made. Along two profiles, three 

different velocities were ~bserved and an intermediate depth H to the 
0 

top of the second layer was computed, 

When the velocity V of the upper layer was not observed, a 00 
velocity listed in the v column was assumed. Each of these assumed 00 

velocities;.~:is shown in parentheses in Table L A three-layer interpreta-
tion was then made, ·~hich yielded a depth~ to the' top of the v

1 
velocity 

(Table 1). 

If the intermediate velocity 

as a blind zone and another 

of the.v1 velocity zone. 

V wa~ not observed, its presence was 
0 

depth HB was computed to the upper 

The assumed velocity in parentheses in 

V and the nomograms of Hawkins and Ma'ggs (1961) were used for the 0 ' 

The nomograins.yield, in terms of the calculated depth H
1

, 

the blind zone and the depth H to the top of the blind 
0 

Comparison of H1, ~' and HB shows the range of uncertainty in the 

nation of the depth of the v
1 

velocity layer. 

The velocities in column V range from 1000 to 1300 ft/sec; they 
00 

sociated with the aerated sands and gravels which form the surface 

The thickness of this surface layer varies from a few feet 

part of the valley to about twenty feet on the h{gh alluvial 

IXL-5 profile, an abnormally high thickness of 47 ft was found 

that large lateral variations in thickness of the surface layer 
'Within the alluvial fans. 

velocities ranging from 1700 to 3300 ft/sec. This 

layer is probably composed of the same material as the super

but may be more consolidated. It is well developed on the 
fans. 
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TABLE 2 

SEISMIC DATA RELATED TO THE STUDY OF THE WATER TABLE 

LOCATION ELEVATION (ft) V (ft/sec) v1 (ft/sec) H1 (ft) 0 

HORSE CREEK 4400 2000 4600 40 

PIROUETTE MOUNTAIN 3870 2000 4500 100 

SEVEN DEVILS · 3500 2500 5700 70 

BOYER RANCH 3435 2000 5400 18 

HYDER SPRINGS 3600 3000 6000 150 

IXL . CANYON . 3850 2500 5000 130 

NW OF SALT MARSH 3750 2300 5000 100 

IXL CANYON STUDY 4010 2350 50001 150 
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The velocities in column v1 , ranging from 4000 to 7150 ft/sec, are 

related to unconsolidated, water-saturated sediments. The top of this 

velocity layer is correlated with the water table; therefore H
1

, HB' and f\r. 
can be considered as depths to the water table at the profile location. 

As .the composition of the clastic deposits below the water .table may vary 

from clays and silts in the central part of the valley to gravel and sands 

on the alluvial fans, a wide range bf velocities can be expected for the 

vl layer .. 

Along three profiles, velocities higher than 6000 ft/sec were 

measured. These velocities probably represent horizons below the water 

table whicQ,,{lre partially cemented. The water table was a blind zone and 

c"ould not be observed. Three refraction lines were shot close to water 

The depths computed from seismic data agree within 10% with the 

to the water table measured in these wells (Table 1). 

Figure 3 snows the locations of the profiles and the depths H
1

, HB 

to the water table determined by seismic refraction. 

An E-W cross-section. of the alluvia 1 fan in front of IXL Canyon 

"'"''"'M". very clearly the near-parallelism of the surface of the ground and 

water table (Fig. 4). The attitude of the water table was deduced 

9 N-S refraction profiles shot along this cross-section. 

In conclusion, it should be noted that the GT-2 Interval Timer 

to be very efficient for such a seismic investigation because it 

tteci•the rapid collection of a large amount of information on the 

al attitude of the water table in Dixie Valley. 
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IV. FIELD PROCEDURE FOR DEEP SEISMIC REFRACTION ST,UDY 

A. Instrumentation 

Four of the fourteen seismic refraction profiles recorded in Dixie 

valley, were set up in an east-west direction, transverse to the topo

graphic outline of the valley, and the others in a northeast direction 

(Fig. 2) • 

During the summer of 1964 two recording units were used. One was 

a six-channel 7000 B seismic system manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc. 

with 4.5 cps geophones from Hall Sears, Inc. This unit was loaned by 

c. Pakiser of the U. S. Geological Survey. The spread used with this 

ft long. The second unit consisted of twelve:.channel-ampli

made by Southwestern Industrial Electronics (Model GA-33D) and gee

having a natural frequency of 4.5 cps from Hall Sears, Inc. This 

recording unit was used with 2200 to 4600 ft spreads. 

The recording instrumentation used during the 1965 field season con

of a 24-channel amplified unit (Model GA-33D) made by the Southwestern 

ustrial Electronics Company and a 4600-ft spread composed of 24 geophones 

a natural frequency of one or two cps from Hall Sears, Inc. 

The latter recording setup proved to be the most efficient for our 

Radio transcievers manufactured by the General Radio-Telephone 

used for communication and transmission of the 

Shot times were estimated to have an accuracy of + 0.002 sec 

shots and + 0.005 sec for distant shots. 

types explosive were used during the field work: Giant 

1 (60% gelatin dynamite) in 1964 and Nitramon S-EL manufactured by 

e Nemours and Co. in 1965. 

order to get the maximum possible information in areas where drill

tiona were poor, shots in hot springs and in the air were used as 

energy to sejsmic waves. Shot holes drilled by hand or 
were not efficient. 
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Twenty-one shot holes were drilled with a rotary drill in the central 

part of the valley where the water table was near the surface. ·The drilling 

was easy but the use of drilling mud was necessary to prevent cave-ins. 

These shot holes,. from 25 to 100 ft deep, provided excellent energy coupling 

and were used as many as three times. They were located at both ends of the 

longest profiles where su~pended' shots would have a poor shot efficiency, 

charges up to 130 lbs were required for these distant shots. Those shots in 

hot springs were fired under 5 to. 30ft of water and. had a good energy 

. coupling. 

An attempt was made during the first field season to obtain informa

tion on the a,ttitude of the bedrock under the high alluvial fans near the 

mountain fronts. Shots were fired in 20-ft holes drilled in bedrock and 

recorded in the valley at distances of 2000 to 15,000 ft. The efficiency of 

these shots was very poor. 

Since it is impossible to obtain a satisfactory shot hole in the 

debris and large boulders of the high and low alluvial fans, 

a technique adopted by Buffet and Laya~ (1960) for refraction 

in the Sahara, was used extensively. Buffet and Layat studied the 

different parameters on the shot efficiency for small (less 

lbs) suspended charges. Their conclusions were extended to total 

high as 180 lbs, and the following shot pattern was adopted: an 

charge of 20 lbs was fixed on a wood lath at the top of a 7-ft 

post. For large shots, the 20-lb charges were positioned approxi-

ly 50 ft from each other in triangular or hexagonal patterns, similar to 

by T. C. Poulter (1950). 

Air shooting was also successfully used in the central part of the. 

at all shot points whose distances from the spread were less than 

the west side of the Humboldt Sa 1 t Marsh ,.,here the ground 

could not support drilling equipment. In the latter area, good first 

from air shots with offset distances as great as 29,000 ft from both 

spread were recorded. Figure 5 shows how the total charge size 

was increased as the shot point was moved away from the end of 

coupling was better on the salt marsh, where the water table was 

~urface, than on the high alluvial fans. This observation may be 

to the area under consideration, since Buffet and Layat (1960) 

the opposite in the Sahara. 
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10,000 20,000 30,000 
DISTANCE IN FEET 

Total charge required for good record quality as a 
function of distance between sho~ and end of seismic 
spread. 
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v. SEISNIC RELECTION RESULTS 

At the beginning of the 1964 field season an evaluation of the 

reflection technique was attempted in an area three miles east of the west 

end of profile 4 (Fig. 9), where the \olater table was shallow and the base

ment was expected to be deep. Ten-foot holes were drilled with a hand 

auger and small charges were used. The recording instrument was the 12-

channel SIE seismic system with 35 cps geophones. 

The only good and consistent events observed arrived at about 

D.680 sec. This refl~ction corresponds to a horizon. 2200 ft deep associ

ated with the shallowest volcanic flow of the upper part of the Miocene to 

Pleistocene section. The fact that this horizon is situated at about the 

same depth as the 10,000 ft/sec velocity zone of profile 4, may confirm the 

made later in this study that the apparent velocity of 13,000 

· observed in this area by refraction is due to an east ~loping 10,000 

velocity zone. 

A combination of reflection and refraction techniques was also tried 

1964 field season. Each time a shot was fired in one of the six 

shot holes drilled in the center of the valley; two units were recording. 

12-channel SIE seismic system, set up near the shot point, recorded possi

reflections from horizons deeper than the volcanic flows,; the 6-channel 

B seismic system, located some distance away from the shot point, 

some horizon inside .the sedimentary section. 

heavy as SO lbs were fired~ but no coherent event which could be 

with a bedrock reflection was recogrtized. 
I 

It is concluded that larger charges of explosives in deeper holes or 

Heated patterns of susp,ended shots are needed in order to by-pass the 

ic flows and record reflect.ions from the basement. 
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REDUCTION OF DATA AND INTERPRETATION 

The method of refraction profiling which proved to be efficient for 

ioup reconnaissances of bas in structures (Pakiser, Press, and Kane, 

~ Kane and Pakiser, 1961; Pakiser and Kane, 1963; Kovach, Allen, and 

1962~ Zbur, 1963; Healy and Press, 1964) was used: The geophone 

was held fixed and the shot points were moved away from both ends 

spread to distances as great as 30,000 ft. 

seismic velocity layering beneath the geophone spread was deter

this technique by applying the usual assumptions pertinent to 

computations. In order to extend this information along 

the following additional assumption was made: when the 

of firsi arrivals across the spread came from two 

situated on the same side of the spread, it was assumed 

seismic energy was refracted from.the same interface below the 

As the Miocene to Pleistocene section is composed of numerous 

flows interbedded in non-marine sediments such a hypothesis may be 

furthermore numerous small velocity reversals may be present. 

it is the only way one can obtain additional control on the 

different velocity layers between the spread 

different shot points. 

observed from shots lying on one side of the 

associated with reversed apparent velocities obtained from 

on the other side of the spread to give a true velocity section 

spread. When a new velocity zone was observed a corresponding 
) 

depth-was computed by the conventional intercept time method 

on, 1940). This depth was assigned to the part of the profile between 

shot point and. is called the normal depth. 

apparent velocity was observed from a more distance shot

delay time corresponding to the normal depth previously 

was subtracted from the new intercept time to yield a shot point 

. For conversion of this last delay time into depth, the velocity 

the refractor at the shot point had to be known. The velocity 

the spread was assumed to be continuous under the entire pro

s·additional information on the shot point area was available from 
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The position and depth of the refractor corresponding to a given 

delay time is.represented on each seismic cross~section by a short line 

without continuity, since the information is valid only at this point. All 

dashed lines on the sections represent velocity layering assumptions. When 

velocity reversals are expected in the sedimentary section the range of 

the pooition of the basement is represented by shaded zones 
~eismic cross-sections. 

The preceding conclusions are well-grounded only if there are no 

velocity variations along the refractor. 

Depths to seismic discontinuities along the profile can also be 

by··making use of the reciprocity principle (Ewing et !!..!.·,. 1937, 

p. 263), The apparent velocity measured for a given layer at the 

compared with the apparent velocity obtained "by plotting a travel 

the shot points whose energy was refracted from this 

are considered as geophone locations and one of the geophones of the. 

becomes the shot point. This last apparent velocity indicates t?e 

the interface between the two shot points. From the normal 

at the shot point which is close to the spread, it is possi

a depth for the other shot point. Although the two methods 

been used during the·. present study because no 

be assumed in its application. 

The accuracy of the seismic refraction method has been studied in 

by Steinhart and Meyer (1961). They showed that it is difficult to 

uncertainty for refraction depth calculations and even 

tained, these estimates may be suspect,' 

interpretation of the data as presented in the following study 

ue and the model chosen to fit each set of travel time curves 

the simplest solution consistent with the seismic data and 
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ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC PROFILES 

The location of the seismic profiles is shown on the geOlogic map 
2). 

The major graben structures were initially assumed to be parallel 

physiographic trend of the valley with a corresponding thickening 

sedimentary section toward the center of the valley. Therefore 

considered 'illogical to make a classical interpretation of any 

because of the lateral changes in velocity layering. 

, three profiles were shot in a NNE-'SSW direction (profiles 

only small lateral velocity changes were expected. This 

was carried over to two sub-parallel transverse profiles' 

and 5). By delay time analysis, the transverse structure .of 

valley under Dixie Settlement was then de.termined. · 

Similarly, the information from profile 12, shot between Seven 

and Boyer Ranch, was used for the analysis. of the Boyer Ranch 

across the west side of the valley. 

Profile 

profile was shot in a north-south direction on the 

of the valley along the main road of Dixie Valley. Recordings 

on three 4600-ft geophone spreads. The only air shots along this 
' 

S4 and S2; two shots were fired in most of the drilled holes. 

curves and the seismic cross-section corresponding to the 

shown in Fig. 6. 

were corrected to a 35DO-ft datum. The superficial 

of 5200 ft/sec was taken from Table 1 and corresponds to that 

in sediments lying below the water table. 

the 6300 ft/sec layer an 8000 ft/sec layer was observed which 

distinct breaks in the travel time curve. The· horizontality 

tinuity ·to the south of the 10,000 ft/sec layer are controLled by 

geophone setups B9 and Bll. It is assumed that this layer is also 

to the north. The two apparent velocities 14,000 ft/sec and 

recorded on spread B9. from shot points N3 and N4 respectively 
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correlated as down-dip and up-dip velocities of the bedrock with a 
true velocity of 15,400 ft/sec. 

The arrival times from the common shot point N3, which show an 

of 14,000 ft/sec, on spread Bll line,up with those of the 

refracted from the basement on spread B9. This alignment of arrival 

proves that the basement ~an be represented between B9 and Bll by 

dipping 4 degrees to the south .. The normal depth to bedrock was 

formulas for a dipping layer for the part of the profile 
Bll and shot point N2. 

The apparent speed of 16,600 ft/sec observed across spread BlO 

corresponding geophone delay time, show that the attitude of the 

t between shot points N2 and N3 is in continuity with the one· 

observations made on spreads B6 and Bll. The apparent 

ty of 23,000 ft/sec which was observed across spread Bll was asso-
with a change in dip of the basement. 

of shot S4 is believed to have been laterally 

from bedrock at the Stillwater Range which is only 6000 ft west 

the profile. The. information obtained from this 

letes the detailed study of Herring (1966) and determines the 

the basement at the eastern side of the cross-section shown 

line at the bottom of the shaded zone on Fig. 6 is the position 

-'Tertiary bedrock as computed on the assumption that the 10,000 

downward to the 15,400 ft/sec basement. If the 

is only a thin high-velocity zone· within the 8000 ft/sec 

could be' as shallow as .the top of the shaded zone. 

,000 to 14,000 ft/sec layer was observed to exist between the 

layer and the basement in several places in the valley; a 
I 

r may exist along this profile as a blind zone. If that is the 

;culated de~th to the 15,400 ft/sec layer would be increased. 

velocity of lO,OOO'ft/sec assigned to the layer just above th~ 
therefore be regarded as an average for a heterogeneous sedi

on containing small velocity reversals and high velocity blind 

equently the dark line on Figure 6 and on all.following cross

ents the most reasonable attitude of the pre~Tertiary bedrock~ 
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PROFILE 2: Central Road Profile 

Seismic profile 2 (Fig. 7) was shot a long a 'NNE-SSW trending road 

in the central part of the valley just south of Dixie Settlement. We 

recorded on a 4600-ft spread; shots N4 and S5 were fired in drilled holes; 
the other shots, in the air. 

A water table velocity of 5000 ft/sec was assumed in order to com

pute a depth for the 6400 ft/sec velocity layer using intercept times at 

· shot points Sl and Nl~ A v~locity o~ 8600 ft/sec for the third layer was 

computed from the two apparent velocities, 8700 ft/sec and 8500 ft/sec, 

The slight northward dip of the 8600 ft/sec interface under the 

is ~,9nsistent with an abrupt increase in shot point delay time 

between N2 and N3, which \'las interpreted as a down-drop of the 8600 ft/ sec 

~elocity boundary and a consequent thickening of the 6400 ft/sec layer. 

Constant thickness was assumed for the 8600 ft/sec layer under both 

and spread, in order to calculate depths to the 10,000 ft/sec 

the intercept time o~ the corresponding segment of the time-

at shot point N3. This layer is a blind zone for the 
fracted arrivals from shot point S3. 

The depth to the 16,000.ft/sec bedroc.k was computed from the inter
time at shot point S3. 

The 25 msec offsets in the basement arrivals from shot points S4 

were associated with a fault which uplifts the southern bedrock 

350 ft. Depths to basement .at shot points S4 and N4 were com

continuity of the 10,000 ft/sec velocity layer from Sl to 

from N3 to N4 respectively. If the 10,000 ft/sec velocit~ lay~r 
to be thin, the basement would be about 500 ft shallower, 

The apparent velocities observed along profiles 8 and 9 show a veto

between the 10,000 ft/sec layer and the basement. From the 

ion of profile 8. and with the assumption of a true speed of 13,000 

this layer should be about 4900 ft deep at the south end of pro

This information was carried over to the latter profile and 

a maximum depth to bedrock of 6600 ft near shot point S5 (lower 

of the shaded area in Fig. 7). 
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~OFILE 3: IXL Canyon Profile 

The main purpose of the IXL,Canyon profile (Fig.B) was to test the 

of the air shooting technique on high alluvial fans. The pro

in a N-S direction one-half mile east from the mouth of 

The total length of this refraction line was 14,000 ft and 

average velocity observed was 11,300 ft/sec. No basement 

ls were recorded along the 2200 ft spread. 

The gradual increase invelocity with depth from 5000 ft/sec to 

ft/sec was conventionally interpreted as two velocity layers of 

ft/sec and 9300 ft/sec. The normal depth to the 11,300 ft/se~ vela-

boundary was computed from the intercept time at shot point N3. From 
shot p~f~t delay times associated with the shots N4, NS, and S4 ·we 

the 11,300 ft/sec horizon in the northern part of 
a rise of this same velocity boundary at the southern end 

profile. 

The only control on superficial layering along the refraction lines 

is entire study was obtained under the geophone spreads and this 

tion was extrapolated to the entire profile. Any change in shot 

time was then associated with a change in basement depth. But 

ile 3 data show the existence of important stru6tural features in 

boundaries within the Cenozo1c sedimentary section. 

assumption of continuity of these horizons, 

tructures may have been introduced in the basement. Consequently 

11,300 ft/sec horizon along this profile criuld also 

exaggerated by the assumption of continuity of the 5000 and 

/sec velocity layers. 
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Crazy K Ranch Profile 

Profiles 4 and 5 are the two E-W trending refraction lines across 

Settlement. They have shot point DP in common. The western end of 

4 crosses the West Road profile at the northern end of spread BlO, 

western end of profile 5 intersects the same line at shot point 

The -travel time curves for both profiles were corrected to allow for 

slight offset of the shot points with respect to the general direction 

profiles. 

The Crazy K Ranch profile (Fig. 9) consists of four individual 

On each setup energy arrivals were recorded from shots fired at 

All data were corrected to a 3500 ft datum. The superficial 

ft/sec represents an average of all speeds measured near 

in connection with the hydrogeologic study. In making 

it was assumed that this velocity is constant along the 

The depth to the 6000 ft/sec velocity layer determined under spread 

extended to the east. The apparent velocity of 8300 ft/sec 

D3 geophone setup was associated with a horizontal velo

~ayer whose lower boundary extended to the west to shot point CR. Th~ 

t/~ec s~gment recorded on spread Al05 from shot ~oint 4 was correlated 

as an apparent up-dip velocity, with the 11,500 ft/sec layer 

to the west. This interpretation was preferred, primarily on 

to the alternate interpretation based on the assumption 

velocities were true velocities of horizontal layers. 

northern part of the West ~oad 

was carried over under spread Bl4. The 10,000 ft/sec,segntent 

along Bl4 from shot point CR was assumed to be refracted from the 

determined ~nder spread B9 of the West Road 

.By subtracting the corresponding geophone delay time from the 

time at shot point CR, the depth to the lO,OOO ft/sec boundary 

point CR was obtained; 

13,000 ft/sec apparent velocity re~orded along spreads A26 and 

t point DP can be interpreted as a down-dip velocity of a west

as a true velocity of a horizonal vel~city layer, or as 
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an up-dip velocity of a 10,500 ft/sec layer. The latter alternative seems 

to be the most probable since similar apparent velocities were recorded 

alo~g the west side of profile 5 where a deepening of the 10,000 ft/sec 

horizon was observed from the data of profiles 1 and 3. All reflections 

obtained east of ·Crazy K Ranch carne from the top o·f the 10,000 ft/ sec 

velocity layer (Fig. 9). 

the sole arrivals refracted from the basement were recorded along 

spread Bl4 from shot point DP. The apparent velocity of 20,000 ft/sec 

was associated with a 15,400 ft/sec basement with an apparent dip of 10° 

to the east whose depth was determined from the West Road prcifile. As a 

true bedrock velocity of 16,000 ft/sec was observed along th~ Central Road 

profile, an average velocity of 15,700 ft/sec was used as characteristic 

of the pre-Tertiary basement below Dixie'Settlement. This average speed 

and the information under spread Bl4 yield a delay time at shot point DP 

and the depth to basement at this point. 

PROFILE 5: Dixie Profile 

The Dixie profile (Fig. 10) consisted of six spreads which were 

8200. ft long and composed of six geophones each. All shots were fired in 

holes, four of which were drilled in valley sediments and one in granitic 

bedrock at the mouth of IXL Canyon. The energy from shots fired in 
. . 

welded tuff at Cow Canyon, which would have completed the information at 

the east end of this profile, was presumably absorbed in concealed low~ 

density breccias and ash beds which underlie the welded tuff. 

The information on superficial velocity layering obtained from the 

IXL profile, the West Road profile and the Central Road profile was carried 

over to the Dixie profile. These three north-south profiles show a deepen

ing of the 10,000 ft/sec horizon from the west side towards the center of 

Dixie Valley. This suggests that the most plausible interpretation of ·the 

12,800 ft/sec segments and the 8000 to 10,000 ft/sec segments recorded 

along AlOl and Al02 spreads is to associate them with apparent velocities 
' 

of an 11,000 ft/sec velocity layer dipping to the east. The 12,700 ft/sec 

velocity recorded on spread A103 suggests that this 10,500 to 11,300 ft/sec 

zone continues toward the center of the valley. Because of the 
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similarity with the west side, the 11,500 ft/sec and the 8500 ft/sec velo

cit~es recorded on spread Al05 were assumed to be apparent velocities of 
a 10,000 ft/sec velocity boundary dipping west. 

All velocities higher than 15,000 ft/sec observed along Dixie pro

file were interpreted as basement refractions. An average basemeni velo

city of 15,700 ft/sec was assumed for the depth computations using delay 

times. As the depth to bedrock under shot point DP was determined from 

the pr'ofile 4 data, a geophone delay time could be computed for spread 

Al05, From the 18,700 ft/sec velocity segment rec:orded on the same spread 

from shot point 1, a delay time was determined at. this point. The 

~orrespond~98 depth to basement is 10,500.ft if there are no velocity 

reversals in the 10,500 ft/sec velocity layer; it is the maximum depth 
measured during the survey. 

The apparent basement velocity of 16,300 ft/s.ec recorded on ·Al03 

corresponds to a basement dipping to the west rather than to the east. 

This slope of the bedrock is due. to the fact_that the delay time is 

increased by the thickening of the 6,30.0 ft/s~c and the 8000 ft/sec velo

city layers toward the center of the valley. Depths to the 15,700 ft/sec 

layer under spread Al06 and under shot point 3 were similarly computed. 

The velocity layering beneath the geophone spread Al06 was assumed 

to be similar to the one measured under the' East Road profile (Fig. 12)~ 
A horizontal basement in the north-south direction under Dixie Settlement 

is indicated by the equality of the delay times at shot point N4 of the 

Central Road profile and shot point 3 of the Dixie profile. 

PROFILE 6: Dixie Meadows Profile 

The Dixie Meadows profile (Fig. 11) was shot about three miles north 

of West Road profile along the main north-south road on the west side of 

. Dixie Valley. Conventional refraction techniques. were used: three shots 

were fired in the same ho.t spring and the seismometer spread was moved away 
from the shot point. 

The shallow velocity structure at the south end of the profile was 

~etermined from spread E50 data. This velocity layering is similar to 

that determined beneath the Salt Marsh profile (Fig. 15), which is situated 
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along the west· side of Humboldt Salt Marsh, as is shot point SP. Despite 

the difference in surface conditions between the northern and southern 

part of the Dixie Meadm-1s profile, a similarity in seismic velocity 

layering justifies the assumption that the lateral velocity changes along 

this profile are small. 

Since no reversal data were obtained all observed velocities were 

assumed to be true velocities. The depths of the three horizontal velo

'city boundaries were determined by conventional intercept-time methods. 

PROFILE 7: East Road Profile 

Suspended air shots were used exclusively as sources of seismic 

energy for the East Road profile (Fig. 12). All data were reduced to a 

3650-ft datum and the velocity of 5000 ft/sec' for ~he surface layer was 

taken from Table 1. The velocity boundary between the 7300 and 8300 ft/sec 

layers was computed to be horizontal between shot points S3 and-N3; this 

·boundary was assumed to remain horizontal along the rest of the profile. 

The true velocity of the 14,700 ft/sec layer was obtained from the 

association'of the apparent velocity of 24,800 ft/sec recorded from shot 

point S3 with the 11,000 ft/sec recorded from shot point N4. The·attitude 

of the 14,700 ft/sec layer in the central part of the profile was deter

mined from the intercept time of the 11,000 ft/sec velocity segment at shot 

point N3; the depth of this same layer below shot points S3, S4, N4, and N5 

was determined from the delay times associated with these points. 

PROFILE 8: Horse Creek Profile 

Horse Creek profile was shot in an area where the gravity measure

ments .(Thompson, 1966) suggested that the gravity low, associated with the 

deepest part of the graben around Dixie Settlement, is trending toward Horse 

Creek Canyon. 

In order to minimize the weathering corrections all data were reduced 

inclined datum plane on the eastern side of the profile (F·ig. 13). 

The attitude of the 9300 ft/sec velocity layer below the geophone 

was determined from the intercept times of the 9700 and 8900 ft/sec 

segments and was assumed to be the same below shot points 
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The maximum apparent velocity recorded along Horse Creek profile 

was 12,000 ft/sec; In a first interpretation this velocity can be con

sidered as the down-dip velocity of a portion of a 16,000 ft/sec basement 

dipping east. The delay time at shot point W4 would be about 0.2 sec 

larger than the one determined for this same shot point from the Central 

Road profile (Fig. 7), thus indicating a deepenihg of the valley floor to 

the east of W4 comparable to that observed along the Dlxie profile (Fig. 9). 

As the gravity gradient along the east side of the present profile 

(Thompson, 1966) indicates instead a west diP.ping basement, the following 

interpretation was preferred (Fig. 13): the 12,006 ft/sec apparent velo

dty is,associat~(!.with an intermediate 13,000 ft/sec velocity zone situated 

between the 9300 ft/sec layer and the basement. Similar velocity.zones were 

observed along Pirouette Mountain and East Road profiles (Fig. 14 and Fig. 

12) and seem to be characteristic of the southern part of Dixie Valley. The 

normal depth to the 13,000 ft/sec layer is calculated from the intercept 

12,000 ft/sec segment at shot point W2. The depth below shot 

computed from the increased delay time at this point and must be 

idered as a maximum since the continuity of the 9300 ft/sec layer is 

a discontinuity in the structure of the 13,00.0 ft/sec ·layer. 

depth of the 9300 ft/sec layer is more probable across this 

this increase would decrease the computed depth to the 

,000 ft/sec horizon. The superficial velocity layering determined along 

Road profile (Fig. 7) was used to compute the depth of this same 

below shot point W4. 

basement refractions were observed·, according to this last 

the basement must be at least 6000 ft deep below the eastern 

Pirouette Mountain Profi 

shallow velocity layering below the 4600 ft spread of Pirouette 

in profile (Fig. 14) was determined from the data recorded along 

The interpretation of .the northern part of this profile was 

from the Center Road profile (Fig. 7). 
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The attitude of the 11,300 ft/sec layer was determined ~rom the 

intercept times of the 11,200 ft/sec and the 11,400 ft/sec segments at 

shot points S3 and N2. The sma 11 intercept time of the 14,400 ft/sec 

velocity segment at shot point N3 implies that part of the ene~gy arrivals 

which form the 11,40.0 ft/ sec velocity segment recorded from shot point N2 

must be second events. No detectable arrivals refracted from the·l4,400 

ft/sec layer were received from shot point N2. 

The apparent velocity of 16,000 ft/sec was assumed to be the true 

velocity.of the basement below Pirouette Mountain profile. If the 14,400 

ft/sec velocity segment represents only first arrivals, the 16,000 ft/sec 

layer must .. 9e at least 1000 ft below' the 14,400 ft/sec layer in the 

southern part of the profile. From this minimum depth to basement (repre

sented by a heavy line in Fig. 14) ii is possible, through the intercept 

time at shot point N4, to determine a maximum depth to basement below this 

point. 'The 14,400 ft/ sec layer was assumed to be thin in the previous cal

culation. In the absence .of a velocity reversal below this layer, the 

basement may be as deep as the lower boundary of the shaded area in Fig. 14. 

PROFILE 10: Salt Marsh Profile 

Salt Marsh profile (Fig. 15.) was shot along a 54,000-ft line oriented 

in a NNE~ssw direction on the west side of Humboldt Salt Marsh. Recordings 

were made on a single 4600-ft spread. Suspended air sh6ts were used 

exclusively as sources o£ seismic energy. All data were reduced to a 

3400-ft. datum plane and the velocity of 4000 ft/sec for the surface layer 

was obtained from Table 1. Below this layer, velocities of 6100 1 ft/ sec and 

7600 ft/sec were measured ana this layering ~as assumed to be continuous 

between shot points S4 and N2. 

The velocity of 5700 ft/sec for the uppermost layer at shot point S5 

was carried over from Dixie Meadows profile where this superficial layer 

was determined at shot point SP. The attitude of the 10,000 ft/sec layer 

is not well defined since only a sma 11 segment of the time distan.ce curve 

obtained from shot N2 corresponds to this velocity. The attitude of the 

9300 ft/sec layE7r from the Dixie Meadows profile was transferred to the area 

atound shot point S5. 
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The apparent velocity of 19,800 ft/sec recorded from shot point N2 

was associated with the 14,800 ft/sec velocity recorded from shot point 

S2 to yield a true basement velocity of 16,800 ft/sec. The normal depth 

to the 16,800 ft/sec layer was determ~ned by correlating th~·l9,800 ft/sec 

velocity with a dipping plane solution bet,veen shot point N2 and the spread. 

Delay times related to all other shot points were computed on the assump

tion that the basement velocity is constant and equal to 16,800 ft/sec 

along the entire profile. Any lateral decrease in basement velocity will 

result in a decrease in computed depths to basement. Delay times at N3 · 

and N4 are equal and are of the same order of magnitude as the one obtained 

for shot point 6 east of Boyer Ranch profile (Fig. 19) •. This indicates an 

abrupt deepening of the valley floor under N3 and N4 which must be accom

~anied ~ith a change in superficial velocity layering. Consequently, the 

velocity distribution obtained for the eastern end of Boyer Ranch profile 

was used to compute the depths corresponding to the delay times·of shot 

points N3 <1ttd N4 ,' 

A detailed l<1yout of the Dixie Meadows and Salt Marsh profiles is 

shown in Fig. 16. As~umin~· ~asement continuity between shot points S4 and 

Sl, a comparison of basement attitude determined between S4 and N2 with the 

corresponding distance of the Stillwater front to the profile, shows a strik

ing similarity. This leads to the conclusion that the energy recorded along 

this profile is refracted from the east side of the Stillwater Range and 

that the front of the range must be continuous to the depth where side 

refraction takes place. 

The interpretation of the Salt Marsh profile was made with the 
I 

assumption that the ray paths are in the vertical plane of the profile. 

This vertical plane is represented by a dashed line in cross-section A-B 

of Fig. 16. The refractor is a plane perpendicular to this vertical plane 

through point N. The depth of this point was determined from the delay 

time associated with geophone 24 (Fig. 15). If the e,nergy is side refracted, 

the refractor will lie "tangent to the curve SN (cross-section AB of Fig. 16) 

which is the locus of points having th~ same geophone delay time. 

Herring (1966) determined .a par~metric equation for "this locus for a 

model formed by two hori4ontal layers bounded by a dipping high velocity 
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· refractor whose stike is parallel to the line of the profile. All four 

side refraction curves SN shown in the three cross-sections of Fig. 16 

were constructed by applying Herring's formula to the seismic data deter

mined along the Salt Marsh and Dixie Meadows profiles. 

Cross~section AB of Fig. 16 shows that the energy recorded ~t the 

geophone spread of the Salt Marsh profile is side refracted at a depth of 

2500 ft from a plane dipping 45° to the east. The change from a topo-
o . 

graphic slope of 20 on the east side of the Stillwater Range to a bed-

rock dip of 45° beneath the alluvial fan supports the conclusion that this 

refracting surface is a fault zone rather than ~n erosional su~face. 

Cross~section CD shows that the basement is at least 5000 ft deep · 

1.5 miles southeast of White Rock Canyon. This reentrant of the Stillwater 

Range is therefore controlled by high angle faults which strike approxi

mately at right angles to each other, or by one fault which bends through 

a right angle. 

It is reasonable to assume that the energy of shot SP and shot 85) 

recorded respectively along Dixie Meadows and Salt Marsh profiles, is 

side refracted along the same basement plane; therefore this plane has an 

apparent dip of 35° to the southeast (cross~section EF .of Fig. 16) and is 

4300 ft below shot point SP. 

PROFILE 11: Bernice Canyon Profile 

Bernice Canyon profile (Fig. 17) was shot in order to clarify the 

structure associated with a large positive magnetic anomaly on the eastern 

side of Dixie Valley. 

three 4600 ft spreads. 

The profile was 31,000 ft long and consisted of 

All shots offset by more than ·500 ft from the 

spreads were fired in drilled holes; they provided poor energy coupling, 

which is probably a result of high attenuation in the alluvial fan in this 

part of the valley. 

1be upper boundary of a 9000 ft/sec zone, at a depth of 160 ft, · 

remains horizontal betwe~n spread B5 and spread D6. A "1200 ft/sec layer, 

recognized along spread Dl below the 4500 ft/sec layer, resulted in an 

increased depth to the 9000 ft/sec layer. 
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The velocity of the 14,500 ft/sec layer was calculated from reversed 

data of the BS setup. This layer is horizontal between spreads D6 and Dl 

on the basis of the intercept times of the 14,200 to 15,000 ft/sec velocity 

segments recorded on the same spreads. 

The depth to the 14,500 ft/sec layer, computed beneath shot point N4 

using the increased delay time at this point, must be considered a maximum 

since a horizontal 9000 ft/sec layer north of the profile was assumed. In 

reality this layer may be deeper under N4 to_correlate with the increase in 

depth of the 14,500 ft/sec layer. The 15,000 ft/sec velocity segment shown 

on spread D6 was recorded from a shot which was fired at N4 without time 
break. 

The maximum average velocity measured along this 31,000 ft profile 

was only 14,500 ft/sec and a depth penetration of about 8000 ft was reached. 

This leads to the conclusion that the 14,500 ft/s~c arrivals are refracted 
from the basement. 

PROFILE 12: Seven Devils Profile 

-The subsurface structure of Gamble Basin between Boyer Ranch and Seven 

Devils Springs was investigated from data obtained along Seven .Devils profile 

(Fig. 18). Seismograms were recorded from shots_ fired in Seven Devils Springs 

on three 8200 ft .spreads of six geophones each. These spreads were placed 

end to end. Reversed data in the same part of the profile were measured along 
. ' 

the 4600 ft spread B8 of twenty-four geophones. Information on the southern 

part of the profile was deduced from the apparent velocities recorded along 
spread D4. 

An apparent velocity of 7700 ft/sec was measured around Seven Devils 

Hot Springs and was associated \<lith the weathered siliceous sinter dome 

deposited by the hot springs. These rocks ~ere assigned a true velocity of 

lO,OOb ft/sec. Beneath spread B8 a true velocity of 5700 ft/sec was observed 

for the uppermcist layer. The apparent velocity of 6900 ft/s~c was assumed to 

be the true velocity of the second layer. 

The 10,000 ft/sec velocity segments recorded from shot point S2 along 

the north end of spread B8 and from shot point SD along spread All5 were 

interpreted separately as representing true velocities of horizorital layers 

whose depth ~as computed using intercept times at shot· ~oints S2 and SD. 
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The 13,700 ft/sec and 20 0 700 ft/sec layers were defined by associa

tion of the apparent up-dip velocities of 1.4,600 and 24,800 ft/sec recorded 

,along spread B8 with the apparent down-dip velocities of 13,000 and 18,200 

ft/sec recorded along spreads All6 and All7. Intercept formulas for a 

dipping layer were used to compute the normal depths to the 13,700 ft/sec 

layer between shot point S3 and spread B8. 

There are two possible ways to compute the depth to 20,700 ft/sec 

basement from the intercept time of the 24,800 ft/sec velocity segment at 

shot point S4. Assuming that the basement is a plane dipping 7° between S4 

and spread B8, a depth to basement at 84 is obtained which is much larger 

than the horizontal distance. from the profile to the frqnt of the St:Ulwater 

Range. Any side refraction along this boundary will then result in earlier 

arrivals than those actually observed. Consequently, the 7° dip was con

sidered to' be a local attitude of the basement below spreads All7 and B8 

and depths below shot point S4 and these spreads were computed using delay 

time formulas and a constant basement velocity of 20~700 ft/sec, 

If the 13.700 ft/sec layer were a thin high velocity zone inside the 

10,000 ft/sec layer, then the basementp below spreads B8 and All7 and shot 

point SD, would be as deep as the top of the shaded area in Fig. 18. The 

13, 700 f.t/ s•ec layer in the southern part of the profile was not observed but 

·may exist as a blind zone in that area and along Boyer Ranch profil~ 

(Fig. 19). In both regions the depth to basement was computed for a contihu

ous 11,000 ft/sec layer because the effect of any velocity reversal in this 

layer would be compensa.ted by the presence of the blind zone. 

The energy recorded on spreads B8 and All7 was refracted fr'om the 

bottom of Gamble Basin just below the spread but may have been side refracted 

just north of shot point S4 where the front of the Stillwater Rarige is 6000 ft 

west of the profile. 

The 6600, 8800, and 11,300 ft/sec velocity segments recorded at gee

phone ~etup D4 were inter~reted as the true velocities of three horizontal 

layers situated between the 5400 ft/sec layer and the basement. The 20,000 

ft/sec segment represents an apparent down-dip velocity of the 20,700 ft/sec 

basement with a local apparent dip of 2° to the south. The depth to the 20,700 

.ft/sec basement was calculated using the conventional intercept-time method 

for horizontal layers for the part of the profile between spread D4 and shot 

point S4. 
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PROFILE 13: _ Boyer Ranch Profile 

Boyer Ranch profile (Fig. 19) was shot along a road trending east 

from Boyer Ranch across Dixie Valley. All data were reduced to a 3500 ft 

datum. All three geophone setup~ recorded an apparent velocity of 9700 

ft/sec from shots fired in.20-ft holes drilled in the basement at shot 

po·int CW. At points 5 and 6 the shots were fired in 50-ft holes. The. 

southern end of Seven Devils profile crosses Boyer Ranch profile 3400 ft 

west of shot point 5. 

Intercept times at shot points 5 and 6 of the 6600 and 6500 ft/sec 

velocity segments control the thickness of the 5400 ft/sec velocity layer 

along the profile. The apparent velocity of 8000 ft/sec recorded along 

spread AllO was assumed to be the true velocity of a horizontal layer bet\o,~een 

shot point 6 and this spread. The interpretation of the southern part of 

Seven Devils profile show~d an 8800 ft/sec layer whose attitude is carried 

over to Boyer Ranch profile. The upper boundary of this layer was correlated 

with that of the 8000 ft/sec layer determined along spread AllO. 

The 9700 ft/sec and the 13,100 ft/sec velocity segments given in the 

travel time curves of spread Al09 and AllO were associated respectively with 

dmm-dip and up-dip npparent velocities of a 10,900 ft/ se.c velocity layer. 

The depth to this .layer below spread, Al09 was calculated from the intercept 

time at shot point 5 using the intercept formula for a ~ipping layer; the 

continuation of the 9700 ft/s·ec velocity segment along the geophone setup 

AllO led to the determination of the attitude of the 10,900 ft/sec layer 

beneath this spread. The depth of the 10,900 ft/sec velocity zone below 

shot point ·6 was calculated from the intercept time of the 13,100 ft/ sec 
I 

velocity segment at that point. 

The true velocity of 20,700 ft/sec determined for the basement along 

Seven Devils profile was assumed to be characteristic of the bedrock beneath 

Boyer Ranch profile. The depth to basement ·determined from the data of 

Seven Devils profile was used to compute a one-way delay time for geophone 

5 of spread Al09 and a delay time for shot point 6. These delay times in 

turn lead to a basement depth below this latter point. 

The high apparent velocity recorded between geophones 3 and 4 of 

spread Al09 indicates the existence of a fault in the bedrock just west of 
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shot point 5. The minimum step down observed in the time distance curve. 

caused by the vertical displacement of the fault is 0.180 second which 

corresponds to a 2~00-ft vertical down-throw of the basement on the east 

side of this fault. Such an attitude of the basement below spread AllO 

would cause the energy from shot point CW refracted from the bedrock to 

arrive as a first break around 2 sec at geophone 6 of spread AllO. Unless 

these ea.rly arrivals were weak and the 9700 ft/sec velocity segment is a 

second event, the vertical offset along the fault is more than 2300 ft. 

The basement is therefore deeper below shot point 5 than beneath shot 

point 6. 

PROFILE 14: Hyder S~rings Profile 

The three individual spreads of profile 14 (Fig. ·20) were laid out 

NE of Hyder Springs (Fig. 2). Shots Wl and W5 were fired in Hyder Hot 

Springs and shots E4 and E3 were fired in drilled holes, 

The depth to the top of the 10,500 ft/~ec layer was determined below 

spread B7 and assumed to be constant along the northeastern end of the pro

file, 

The depth to the 6000 ft/sec velocity layer below point El associated 

with spread D5 was calculated with a superficial velocity of 3000 ft/seca 

The 8200 ft/sec velocity segment recorded along the same spread wa.s 

associated with a horizontal velocity layer. 

Two apparent velocities of 11,200 ft/sec and 9000 ft/sec were 

recorded on spread·DS and associated as apparent up-dip and down-dip velo

cities of a NE dipping 10,000 ft/sec velocity layer. Depth below shot point 

Wl was computed from the intercept time of the 9000 ft/sec velocity segment. 

The· apparent velocity of 22,500 ft/sec recorded from shot point W2 

was associated with the 12,500 ft/sec velocity recorded from shot point E2 

to yield a true. basement velocity of 16,'000 ft/sec. 

The 16,400 ft/sec velocity segment recorded along spread ~119 from shot 

WS shows the lack of significant structure in the basement between shot point 

W2 and spread B7. The normal depth to basement was therefore computed from 

the intercept time of the 16,400 tt/sec velocity segment at W2. 
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The increase in delay times associated with shot points E3, E4, W3, 

W4, and W5 was correlated with a deepening of the basement on both sides 

of the horst outlined below spreads All9 and B7. 

The geophone delay time associated ~ith the 48,000 and 19,400 ft/sec 

velocity segments recorded along spread D5 from shot point E3 corresponds 

to a refractor which is shallower than the basement determined from the 

shot point delay time at WS. This leads to the conclusion that the energy 

was refracted from the side of a siliceous sinter 'cone which exists below 

Hyder Hot Springs and whose attitude at depth is represented by the dashed 

line below_spread D5. 

Hot springs with associated siliceous sinter domes are convenient 

shot points and were used on Seven Devils and Hyder Springs profiles. 

Unfortunately they represent high velocity zones whose detailed structure 

is unknown. Therefore they may introduce significant errors in the inter

pretatio~ of refraction data around them. 
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VIII. CORRELATION OF SEISMIC V~J.OCITIES WITH STRATIGRAPHY 

A. In Situ Velocity Measurements 

Table 3 summarizes the seismic compressional wave velocities and 

thicknesses of each velocity layer observed below the water table along 

the fourteen profiles studied in the previous chapter. It is difficult 

to relate these velocity layers to the stratigraphic units exposed in 

the ranges surrounding Dixie Valley because of the wide range of speeds 

with which seismic waves traver in the sedimentary or igneous rocks pre

sent in the area under study. To support the conclusions drawn below, 

additional informatibn was obtained through side refraction measurements 

along outcrops of geologic units. These measurements are of greatest 

importance to th¢ present study. 

A true velocity of 15,400 ft/sec was calculated from two appa~ent 

velocities of 12,000 and 22,000 ft/sec measured along the granitic rocks 

exposed at the mouth of IXL Canyon. The data from the detailed side 

refraction study reported by Herring (1966) indicate an average velocity 

of 16,500 ft/sec for this same granitic pluton at Mud Springs. A 16,800 

ft/sec velocity characterizes the gabbro'ic and dioritic rocks which form 

the front of .the Stillwater Range just west of the Salt Marsh profile 

(Fig. 15). 

The Cenozo'ic deposits which form most. of the valley fill are com

posed of sedimentary and. igneous material, Seismic velocities were 

measured for both kinds of rocks. A velocity of 10,&00 ft/sec wQs obtained 

using side refiaction for the Tertiary volcanics, mainly rhyolite~ and 

dacites, exposed in the White Roc.k Canyon. Herring (1966) associated the 

10,000 ft/sec veloc.ity zone found close to the surface below the southern 

part of profile E53 with a nearby outcrop of rhyolitic tuffs found about 

1000 ft east of the fault scarp which runs along the base of the 

Stillwater Range. 

Four refraction profiles were recorded with the GT-2 Interval Timer 

(described in Chapter III) in the Pliocene (?) non-marine sedimentary rocks 

at the southern end of the Stillwater Range near Mountain Well • Along 

exposures of semiconsolidated sands and clay beds which were above the water 
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Profile Location 
hl 

1 West Road 90 

2 Central Road 260 

3 IXL Canyon 140-190 

4 Crazy K Ranch 90-450 

5 Dixie 250 

6 Dixie Meadows 550 

7 East Road 170 

8 Horse Creek 200 

•9 Pirouette Mt. 340 

10 Salt Harsh 200 

11 
Bernice 

65-160 Canyon 

12 Seven Devils 1100 

13 Boyer Ranch 500 

14 Hyder Springs 

TABLE 3 (continued) 

B. SUMMARY OF lAYER THICKNESSES 

Thicknesses (ft) 
h2 h3 h4 

510 870 

650-1350 1700 

0-120 0-870 

1000-1200 300-1900 

1000-1280 1700 

660 2440 
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330 1200 
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1200 2300 
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7000 
-

hTotal 

4470-6070 

4810-6800 
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38oo I 
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3650 
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6000 I 
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table, velocities ranging from 4000 to.SOOO ft/sec were measured~ Arrivals 

refracted from the upper boundary of an 8300 ft/sec layer which was 160 ft 

deep were observed by extending two of the refraction lines. This velocity 

was associated with non-marine sedimentary rocks lying below the water table 

and having a composition similar to the sand and clay beds. exposed at the 

surface. 

The 8300 ft/sec velocity which is a function of overburden pressure 

was measured under a pressure of 160 psi since 1 psi corresponds to about 

the pressure created by 1 ft of sediments of density 2.2 gr/cm2 . The 

influence of liquid saturation and overburden pressure on the compressional 

wave. velocit~_in sedimentary rocks has been determined experimentally by a· 

number of workers, such as Wyllie, et al. (1962), and King (1966). They 

have found that an increase in hydrostatic confining pressure increases the 

dilatational 'vave velocity. Most of the samples studied were sandstones 

saturated with salt water. · 

The increase in velocity to be expected in the' sands and clay beds of 

the Pliocene (?) sedimentary section when these rocks are buried· under 

Pleistocene and Recent alluvium was determined by assuming that the rate of 

increase found by King (196'6) for the Bandera sandstone could be applied to 

these Pliocene (?) rocks. Since the sandstones are more consolidated than 

the sands and clay beds observed in the Mountain Well area, the velocities 

listed have to be considered as maxima. Table 4 contains th.ese velocities 

and the depths at which they may be observed. 

B. Correlation of Seismic Velocities with Stratigraphz 

All observed velocities were classified into seven categories. The 

velocities in columnS v1 , v
4

, v
5

, and v
7 

are in general.based on distinct 

changes in slope in the travel time curves whiie the velocities ~isted in 

columns v2 and v3 , especially, may sometimes be the result of replacing a 

continu6us increase of velocity.with depth by a series of layers of constant 

velocity. 

Velocities listed in columns v
1 

through v
3 

are associated with uncon

solidated to semi-consolidated clastic sediments of Pleistocene and Recent 

ages. The two velocity discontinuities reported here are similar to those 



TABLE 4 

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM DilATATIONAL WAVE VELOCITIES 

IN PLIOCENE (?) WATER-SATURATED NON-MARINE SEDIMENTS 

Depth of Burial 
(ft) 

160 

1000 

2000 

4000 

5000 

8000 

Maximum Velocity 
(ft/sec) 

8300 

9000 

9700 

10500. 

10700 

11000 
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observed by previous workers in the sedimentary basins along the eastern 

front of the Sierra Nevada (Zbur, 1963; Healy and Press, 1964; Pakiser 

et !l•, 1964) and in the Colorado Delta Region (Kovach~ !l·, 1962). 

Velocities ranging from 4000 to5700 ft/sec represent unconsolidated 

sediments just below the water table. It is important to note that the 

intermedi~te 6000-6900 ft/sec velocity zone can be identified only in the 

central part of Dixie Valley and is absent or exists as a blind zone along 

the margins. Therefore, this layer is believed to be composed of clays , 

and silty material, common in the lower parts of closed basins. 

The layers with velocities ranging from 7200 to 8500 ft/sec may 

represent moEe. consolidated sands along the sides of the valley. Toward 

the center of the valley these layers are found at depths up to 1900 ft and 

may indicate an increase in velocity in the 6000-6900 ft/sec layer due to 

the increase in overburden pressure. 

Mabey's (1956) seismic velocity tests on salt outcrops on the Searles 

Lake playa in southern California indicated a velocity of 10,000 ft/~ec for 

surface salt, Where the salt 'body was covered by mud there was no crust 

and the test indicated a velocity of only 7700 ft/~ec. From these observa

tions it can be concluded that the v
3 

velocity layers recorded in Dixie 

Valley near the center of the basin could also represent·a zone o~ conceri

tration of saline minerals. The combined thickness of the v1 to v3 velocity 

layers ranges from 300 ft north of Hyder Springs to 3500 ft beneath Dixie 

S.ettlement and east of Boyer Ranch. This indicates that a maximum thickness 

of 3500 ft of sediments were deposited in the Dixie Valley basin since Plio

Pleistocene time. 

A seismic velocity boundary below which the velocity increases to'an 

average of 10,000 ft/sec is characteristic of the entire Dixie Valley region 

and 'represents. a Aistinct stratigraphic horizon within the vall~y fill. 

Since we measured similar velocities in rhyolitic tuffs and flows at White 

Rock Canyon and at Hud Springs, this higher velocity is corre·lated with the 

tuffs and flows of rhyoLite of the Miocene to Pleistocene stratigraphic unit. 

The non-marine sediments included.in this section should create 

velocity reversals in the v4 or v
5 

velocity layers. Knowing the depth of 

these layers, it is possib,le to determine from the data of Table 4.· the 
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speed of the seismic waves in this low velocity zone. These data indicate 

that the velocity in the sediments can reach 10,000 ft/sec at a depth of 

3~00 ft and therefore no velocity reversals are likely below this depth. 

On another hand, the existente of an 8000 ft/sec layer at a depth of 3000 ft 

beneath Dixie Settlement \vhere normally the Pliocene (?) sediments would 

have a velocity of 9 to 10,000 ft/sec, strongly suggests that clastic sedi

ments of post-Pliocene age exist at that depth. 

A maximum thickness of the Miocene to Pleistocene section of 8000 ft 

was measured.below Dixie Settlement and is of the same order of magn~tude 

as the thickness reported by Page (1965). 

The Ptesence of a 13,000 to 14,700 ft/sec velocity layer observed 

between the 10,000 ft/sec zon~ and the basement along the East Road profile, 

Pirouette Mountain profile, and inferred from the data of Horse Creek pro

file, is correlated with a competent volcanic flow interbedded in.the 

Miocene to Pleistocene section. This flow seems to be present ~nly in the 

southern-part of Dixie Valley. Velocities ranging from 15,400 to 16,500 

ft/sec measured south of Dixie Meadow.s are correlated with the Nesozoic 

limestones, slates and metavolcanic rocks exposed north of IXL Canyon and 

with the granitic rocks which intruded th'is Hesozolc section. 

The southern subsurface margin of the Gabbro'ic complex was determined 

from the data of the aeromagnetic survey completed by Smith (1965)(Fig •. 2). 

Along the Salt Harsh profile, which was shot just north of the gabbro con

tact, a basement velocity of 16,800 ft/sec was measured by side refraction· 

on gabbro'ic and dioritic rocks. These rocks are. considered to be the 

intrusiv,e part of the Gabbro1c Complex. 

The 20,700 ft/sec velocity measured between Boyer Ranch and Seven 

Devils was also correlated with the Intrusive rocks of the Gabbro'ic Complex 

while the 13,700 ft/see layer found below the 10,000 ft/sec zone probably 

represents Mesozoi.c basalt flows, tuffs, and breccias associated with the 

gabbro'ic and dioritic rocks of the Gabbroic Complex, From the data of Seven 

Devils profile it can be concluded that rocks from the Gabbro'ic. Complex form 

at least part of the bedrock bet·ow Gamble Basin and that the attitude of the 

pee-Tertiary basement·is represented by the upper boundary of this 13,700 

ft/sec velocity layer~ 
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The 14,500 ft/sec. velocity measured below Bernice Canyon profile 

was correlated with the extrusive roc.ks of the Gabbrolc Complex. The 

seismic waves reached a depth of penetration of about 8000 ft and no 

higher velocity was recorded. Therefore the minimum depth for the intru

sive rocks of the Gabbroic Complex below this profile is 8000. ft ~nd any 

magnetic model which may be construct~d to fit the positive anomalies in 

this area must. accommodate the boundary conditions set forth by the seis

mic model. 

Seismic velocities in the Gabbro'ic Complex range from 13,700 ft/sec 

and 14,500 ft/sec in the extrusive rocks to as high as 20,700 ft/sec in 

the intrusive-rocks. This wide spread reflects the heterogeneity of com

position of the Gabbro1c Complex and makes it impossible to differentiate 

the nature of the basement for velocities less than 17,000 ft/sec wit~out 

the support ofthe magnetic data. Another consequence of this inhomogeneity 

is that the delay time method used for the interpretation of the refraction 

data is less reliable in the northern part of the valley. The northwestern 

part of the subsurface contact of the Gabbrolc Complex lies approximately 

north of Gamble Basin, but it i~ not possible to define from seismic data 

the northeastern part of this con~act since the 16,600 ft/sec velocity 

recorded along Hyder Springs profile can be correlated with both the 

Mesozoic slates and the extrusive part of the Gabbrolc Complex. 
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IX. STRUCTURAL U1PLICATIONS 

From the attitudes of the velocity boundaries determined by the 

seismic profiles, it is now possible to describe the subsurface structural 

configuration of Dixie Valley. It is a long trough showing a "graben in 

graben" structure controlled by normal faulting. 

The inner graben whose. detailed structure can be seen ~n Fig. 10, 

is about 5 mil~s wide beneath Dixie Settlement and lies slightly to the 

west of the topographic center of the valley. Its depth just west of 

Dixie .Settlement was found to be 10,500 ft and t\oJO miles east of Boyer 

Ranch, at lea•t 7000 ft. 

The following d~pths to bedrock were determined for valley·blocks 

bordering the trough to the.west: 

a, Five miles southwest of Dixie Meadows the basement is 3500 

ft. deep; 

b. About two miles east of IXL Canyon, the valley floor is 

5400 ft deep;· 

c. At Boyer Ranch the basement is 4900 ft deep. 

Fig. 2l·is an east-west cross-section along Mud Springs Road; it 

combines the results obtained by Herring (1966.) with the information of 

the southern end of West Road profile. It shows how the basement drops 

step-by-step valleyward from the topographic escarpment of the Stillwater 

Range. Three high-angle faults were detected between the west side of the 

valley and the west side of the inner graben. The dip of these faults was 
. 0 0 

found to be 55 to 70 eastward. 

Below shot point SP of Dixie Mead·ows profile (Fig. _16), the floor 

of the outer graben is 4300 ft deep.and has a dip component of 35° to the 

southeast. 

About 1.5 miles southeast of the mouth of White Rock Canyon, in the 

basin formed by the reentrant of the Stillwater Range, the basement is at 

least 5000 ft deep {Fig. 16). Finally, the floor of Gamble B~sin is 

4000 ft deep and has a dip component of 3° to the south, 
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Below Dixie profile the floor of the outer graben rises eastward 

from a depth of 3800 ft to 2500 ft. Further north, the floor on the east 

side of this narrow depression is 2800 ft deep at Bernice Canyon profile 

and 1000 ft deep at Hyder Springs profile. 

The continuity of the inner graben between Boyer Ranch and Dixie 

Settlement could not be verified in the present study but is inferred 

from the aeromagnetic survey (Smith, 1965) and from the gravity map of" 

the Dixie Valley area (Thompson, 1966). West of Dixie Settlement, a 

maximum vertical offset of 5500 ft in the basement was determined along 

the western bounding fault of the inner graben. Similarly at the Boyer 

Ranch profile there is at least 2300 ft of offset. 

From Dixie Settlement the southward continuation of the eastern 

fault zone of the inner graben can be deduced from the abrupt valleyward 

drop nf the 13,000 and 14,700 ft/sec horizons observed along the western 

part of Horse Creek profile and the southern·end of the'East Road profile. 

The northward continuation of.this same zone cannot be determined 

from the present seismic data since the high-angle fault at the south

western end of Hyder Springs profile is not necessarily related to the. 

longitudinal trough but may represent the northeastern boundary of a 

transverse structure. The shallow depth of the bedrock determined below 

the Pirouette Mountain profile indicates either that the main longitudinal 

trough ends as a closed basin at the southern end of Dixie Valley or that 

its axis turns to the east below the Louderback Mountains. 

The comparison of the depth of the pre-Tertiary basement obtained in 

the northern part of Pirouette Mountain profile with the depth at the south-
' . 

ern end of the Central Road profile shows a structural relief of the bedrock 

of 1500 ft over a north-south horizontal distance of one mile. This struc

tural relief forms the southwestern boundary of the Dixie Valley trough. 

IXL Canyon profile and East Road profile show minor transverse 

structures in the velocity boundaries within the Cenozo'ic section, but it 

was not possible to establish their continuity across the valley. Th~ 

layers which form the upper part of the Miocene-to-Pleistocene unit have 

been much less displaced by faults than the pre-Tertiary interface (Fig. 10). 

This leads to the conclusion that faulting was continuous or repeated at 

short intervals concurrently with deposition of the Cenozoic rocks. 



X. CONCLUSIONS 

The seismic refraction investigation of Dixie Valley revealed 

several structural features which are significant in the understanding 

of the structural history of the Basin and Range Province and supply 

new constraints on the theories of its formation. 

The subsurface structural configuration of Dixie Valley is 

summarized in Fig. 10, which shows a concealed complex of normal faults 

forming a long subsurface trough with a "graben in graben" structure. 

The inner graben, situated beneath the west side of the valley floor, 

is as narrow as five miles and contains an accumulation of sedimentary 
,,JF,: 

and volcanic. deposits of Cenozoic age which attain a maximum thickness 

of 10,500 ft. The last 3500 ft of this section were deposited since 

late Pliocene time. 

The bixie Valley and Rainbow Mo.untain fault scarps, which were 

formed durtng the 1954 earthquakes, each lie along the western side of a 

narrow trough. ·One of these troughs is the composite graben of Dixie 

Valley, :which reaches a depth of 10,500 ft, and the other lies on the 

west side of the Stillwater Range and is 10,000 ft deep (Wahl, 1965). 

The Stillwater Range forms a horst rising 15,000 ft above the floors of 

these two grab.ens. Thus the most active seismic area in the Bas in and 

Range Province is characterized by a total structural relief of three 

miles over a breadth of twelve miles. 

The fault zone bounding the Stillwater Range west or the Humboldt 

·Salt Harsh dips at least 45° to the east; its zig-zag pattern is conserved 
• ' 1 

to a minimum depth of 2500 ft. The geometry of this fault. zone is such 

that no large-scale strike-slip movement is possible along the zone. 

At Hud Springs the western boundary fault of DixieValley has 4000 

ft of throw (Fig. 21), whereas the western fault zone of the inner graben 

has a vertical offset of 5500 ft west of Dixie Settlement and at least 

2300 ft at Boyer Ranch. This interior concealed fault may be more nearly 

straight than the Stillwater frontal fault and ·may therefore allow strike

s lip displacement. 
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The following observations limit the amount of horizontal movement 

which could have taken place since the beginning of the Cenozo~c: 

a, The maximum possible strike-slip displacement of the southern 

subsurface contact of the gabbrolc complex across Dixie Valley 

cannot be more than two miles (Smith~ 1965). 

b. Zbur (1963) observed en echelon normal faults in the sediments 

of Indian Wells Valley, California. He associated these fea

tures with right lateral strike-slip movement along a fault in 

t.he pre-Tertiary bedrock. However Burke (1966), who s tudiecl 

in detail the geomorphology of the Dixie Valley floor, did not 

s.e~. any such normal faults· in the sediments above the west 

side of the inner graben. 

Geophysical evidence thus strongly suggests that the maximum possible 

strike-~lip displacement in Dixie Valley cannot be more than two miles. 

Therefore it is believed that all bounding and interior faults V~hich form 

the structural framework of this basin are normal faults along which mainly 

dip-slip movement occurred. 

From the present study it is possible to obtain average displacement 

tates for two successive intervals of geologic time. On one hand,.the. 

15,000 ft of vertical deformation which took place in the last 15 million 

years would suggest an average displacement rate on the order of 1 ft per 

thousand years. On the other hand~ it was found that depths of the volcanic 

rocks of Plio-Pleistocene age range from 300 ft in the outer graben to 3500 

ft in the inner graben. Assuming original continuity the difference of 

3200 ft implies also an average displacement rate of 1 ft per thoU,sand years, 

Therefore it can be concluded that the Dixie Valley region was 

deformed over the last 15 million years at a rate of about 1 ft per thousa~d 

years with dip-slip exceeding strike-slip movement. 
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